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SUMMARY

To investigate the emergence and current situation of terrestrial rabies in Cuba, a collection of

rabies virus specimens was employed for genetic characterization. These data supported the

monophyletic nature of all terrestrial rabies viruses presently circulating in Cuba but additionally

delineated several distinct variants exhibiting limited spatial distribution which may reflect the

history of rabies spread on the island. The strain of rabies currently circulating in Cuba, which

emerged on the island in the early 20th century, has very close evolutionary ties to the Mexican

dog type and is a member of the cosmopolitan lineage widely distributed during the colonial

period. The Cuban rabies viruses, which circulate predominantly within the mongoose

population, are phylogenetically distant from viruses circulating in mongooses in other parts of

the world. These studies illustrate, at a global level, the adaptation of multiple strains of rabies to

mongoose species which should be regarded as important wildlife hosts for rabies re-emergence.

Given the recent emergence of human cases due to bat contact in Cuba, this study also included a

single insectivorous bat specimen which was found to most closely resemble the rabies viruses

known to circulate in Mexican vampire bats.

INTRODUCTION

The emergence of mongoose rabies in the Caribbean

has been reviewed previously [1]. In an attempt at con-

trol of rodent populations in sugar-cane plantations,

the small Indian mongoose (Herpestes auropunctatus)

was introduced to many Caribbean islands during the

latter part of the 19th century. The mongoose proved

to be ineffective at rodent control but, due to its high

reproductive rate and adaptability, this species flour-

ished and has had significant environmental impact in

all areas where it was introduced. Subsequently, this

species has emerged as a rabies reservoir in some but

not all introduced areas. Four Caribbean islands

(Cuba, Grenada, Puerto Rico and Hispaniola, where

reporting comes primarily from the Dominican

Republic) currently report mongoose rabies to the

WHO rabies database [2]. The original source of the

viruses responsible for these outbreaks has been a

matter of some debate. It had been speculated that

rabies may have been introduced into the region with

the mongoose host from India but limited sequence

analysis of rabies viruses from Puerto Rico and the
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Dominican Republic suggested that rabies emerged

from other reservoirs, such as the dog, independently

on these two islands [3]. However, to date, there is

no information on the evolutionary origins of the

enzootic in Cuba.

In Cuba, the first indication of the presence of

rabies in the mongoose population was in 1936, when

a dog contracted the disease after contact with a

mongoose, while the first case of human rabies was

registered in 1948, again after documented mongoose

contact [1]. However, confirmation of the disease in

mongooses was reported only in 1956 and since then

case numbers have climbed significantly. By 1976, 114

human cases had been recorded and significant num-

bers of cases were reported in domestic animals with

rather lower numbers of confirmed rabid mongooses.

Since 1980 an extensive national programme to con-

trol rabies in domestic animals by vaccination was

implemented on the island and this, together with

improved surveillance, led to reductions in total cases

in domestic animals and an increase in the proportion

of reported mongoose cases [4]. Despite these activi-

ties, rabies incidence in dogs presently remains sig-

nificant in some regions of the country especially in

suburban and rural areas; such occurrence is fre-

quently associated with contacts with the mongoose

population, leading to the generally accepted belief

that the mongoose is currently the primary reservoir

for rabies on the island although some dog-to-dog

transmission cannot be discounted. Previous mon-

goose population control programmes employing

poisoned eggs had limited success in controlling either

mongoose populations or rabies in mongooses and

they were subsequently discontinued [5] ; there is no

current activity to control rabies in mongooses in

Cuba.

The most recent information from the RabNet

database [6] covers a 9-year period, 1991–1999, during

which time 1155 laboratory-confirmed animal rabies

cases (mean of 128 per year) were reported in Cuba.

Out of these cases, 280 were in dogs (24.2%), 279

were in other domestic species, including cats and

livestock (24.2%), 584 (50.6%) were in wildlife, pre-

dominantly the mongoose, and bats, which are in-

frequently reported, comprised just 12 cases (1%)

of the total. Notably eight of these reports in bats

occurred in 1999, the last year for which comprehen-

sive data are available. Although mongooses account

for about 50% of all reported cases, these figures

probably do not represent the actual relative import-

ance of this species with respect to rabies incidence

due to the inevitable reporting bias in favour of

domestic species.

Human rabies is now infrequently reported on the

island, in part due to good access to post-exposure

prophylaxis (PEP), and indeed, throughout the

country no case of human rabies transmitted by dogs

has been reported since 1976. However, after a decade

(1977–1987) without any human case reports, one

case presented in 1988 following contact with a wild

animal. Since then, a total of nine human cases have

been reported; eight of these cases occurred following

bites by non-haematophagous bats and the other

victim was presumed to be infected via contact with a

wild cat [4, 5].

Modern tools of viral characterization, including

both antigenic [7] and genetic [8] methods of analysis,

have been extensively applied to field isolates of rabies

virus. As the type virus of the Lyssavirus genus, within

which seven distinct viral genotypes are currently re-

cognized [9, 10], the classical rabies virus that con-

stitutes genotype 1 has been most extensively studied.

Of the five coding regions contained by the non-seg-

mented negative sense viral genome [11], three genes

(N, P and G) have been targeted for global studies

on viral variation [12–14]. Regardless of the target

sequence employed, similar conclusions regarding the

phylogeny and evolution of rabies viruses are evident.

In a study of P gene diversity, Nadin-Davis et al. [14]

showed that genotype 1 rabies viruses segregate into

two main clades, one of which is restricted in its dis-

tribution to the American continent (designated as

American indigenous) while the other clade is globally

distributed and includes many strains that also circu-

late in the Americas. The majority of the viruses of the

American indigenous clade circulate in chiropteran

hosts together with a limited number of strains of

terrestrial carnivores, including those associated with

skunks from the southern United States, raccoons

in the United States and Canada, and skunks from

certain regions in Mexico [15]. In contrast, the other

major grouping of rabies viruses comprises strains

which are exclusively maintained in terrestrial carni-

vores and includes a particular subgroup now known

as the cosmopolitan lineage. This lineage, believed to

have originated in Europe, was widely disseminated

around the world as a consequence of colonial ac-

tivities that took place from the 16th to 19th centuries

[3, 16].

This report is the first to describe a comprehensive

study of the nature of the viruses that currently cir-

culate in Cuba. The study uses phylogenetic methods
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to explore the evolutionary origins of these viruses

and explores the utility of genetic and antigenic

methods as future epidemiological tools.

METHODS

Viral isolates

All viral isolations were performed either at the

Rabies Laboratory of Hygiene and Epidemiology or

at the National Reference Laboratory for Rabies at

Pedro Kouri Institute (IPK) in Havana, Cuba, using

suckling Balb/c mice inoculated intracerebrally.

Rabies diagnosis was performed by a direct im-

munofluorescent antibody test (FAT) according to

Dean et al. [17]. Table 1 presents a complete listing of

the isolates employed in this study.

RNA extraction

Total RNA was recovered from 0.1 g of infected brain

tissue using TRIzol as indicated by the supplier

(Invitrogen, Burlington, ON, Canada). RNA pellets

were dissolved in ribonuclease-free sterile water

and RNA concentration was determined spectro-

photometrically.

Reverse transcription–polymerase chain reaction

(RT–PCR) and sequencing

Up to 2 mg of total brain RNA was employed for

cDNA synthesis as previously described [18] using a

positive sense rabies-specific oligonucleotide (Nseq0)

[19] for priming. A 10 ml aliquot of cDNA was used in

a 50 ml PCR using RabN5 oligonucleotide as the re-

verse sense primer [18]. Production of the expected

1478 bp product was evaluated by electrophoresis

of aliquots of the PCRs through standard agarose

gels. For those isolates for which no product could

be detected, a nested PCR was undertaken using

the same cycling conditions and internal primers

RabNfor and RabNrev [18] to generate a 762 bp pro-

duct. Amplicons were purified using a Wizard PCR

purification system according to the manufacturer’s

instructions (Promega, Madison, WI, USA) prior to

sequencing.

Nucleotide sequencing and phylogenetic analysis

Consensus sequences were determined from purified

PCR products using a Li-Cor (Lincoln, NE, USA)

4200L two-dye automated sequencing system.

Sequences were generated using IR 700 or IR 800 dye-

labelled primers with sequences corresponding to

those of the RabNfor and RabNrev primers and a

Thermosequenase cycle sequencing kit (Amersham

Biosciences, Baie d’Urfé, QC, Canada). Sequences

were manually edited using Eseq v. 2 software (Li-

Cor) and exported in FASTA format for alignment in

the Clustal X (v. 1.8) programme [20]. The PHYLIP 3.6

software package [21] was used for phylogenetic

analysis of the alignment, using either the neighbour-

joining (NJ) algorithm as detailed elsewhere [14] or

the maximum parsimony (MP) algorithm implemen-

ted with the DNAPARS programme. TREEVIEW [22] was

used to generate graphical outputs of the trees. Partial

N gene sequences determined for all Cuban isolates

characterized in this study have been submitted to

GenBank and assigned accession numbers AY854502-

79. Translation of these nucleotide sequences to pre-

dict the partial encoded nucleoprotein was performed

using the DNAsis software package (Helixx Tech-

nologies Inc., Scarborough, ON, Canada).

Antigenic typing

For antigenic analysis, selected Cuban isolates were

propagated in neuroblastoma cell culture. A collec-

tion of 373 anti-N monoclonal antibodies (mAbs) was

available for rabies virus typing as detailed previously

[23]. Undiluted tissue culture supernatant of hy-

bridoma cultures were used in indirect FAT assays [24]

on acetone-fixed infected neuroblastoma cultures in

Terasaki plates. Fluorescence was scored from nega-

tive (x) to weakly (+) or strongly (+++) positive.

RESULTS

Phylogenetic evaluation

The 78 isolates of this study included 22 from mon-

gooses, 27 from dogs, 14 from cats, 14 from various

livestock species and one of bat origin (see Table 1).

All regions of the main island of Cuba were rep-

resented (Fig. 1) apart from the three most southerly

provinces, Granma, Santiago de Cuba and Guan-

tanamo, that do not currently report any rabies cases.

All 78 specimens generated a PCR product that was

used to determine a consensus sequence of a 530 base

segment of the N gene, corresponding to bases

159–688 of the challenge virus standard (CVS) refer-

ence strain (GenBank accession no. D42112). A NJ

algorithm, applied to the complete alignment of these
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Table 1. Summary of isolates employed in study

Isolate no. Species
Year of
isolation Province N gene type

GenBank
accession no.

V1035 Dog 2000 Havana City CU3 AY854551

V1036 Mongoose 2000 Havana City CU1 AY854567
V1037 Mongoose 2000 Havana City CU1 AY854568
V1038 Dog 2000 Pinar del Rio CU1 AY854577

V1039 Cat 2000 Pinar del Rio CU1 AY854575
V1040 Mongoose 2000 Pinar del Rio CU1 AY854576
V1041 Dog 2000 Matanzas CU5 AY854523
V1042 Dog 2000 Matanzas CU5 AY854519

V1044 Dog 2000 Villa Clara CU5 AY854504
V1045 Mongoose 2000 Villa Clara CU5 AY854502
V1047 Bovine 2000 Villa Clara CU5 AY854516

V1048 Dog 2000 Cienfuegos CU5 AY854512
V1049 Mongoose 2000 Cienfuegos CU5 AY854509
V1050 Cat 2002 Matanzas CU6 AY854527

V1051 Bovine 2000 Cienfuegos CU5 AY854503
V1052 Dog 2000 Sancti Spiritus CU6 AY854530
V1053 Mongoose 2000 Sancti Spiritus CU5 AY854508
V1054 Bovine 2000 Sancti Spiritus CU6 AY854528

V1055 Dog 2000 Camaguey CU4 AY854541
V1056 Dog 2000 Camaguey CU4 AY854536
V1057 Mongoose 2000 Camaguey CU4 AY854539

V1058 Mongoose 2000 Camaguey CU4 AY854535
V1060 Ovine 2000 Camaguey CU4 AY854537
V1061 Dog 2000 Las Tunas CU2 AY854562

V1062 Bat 2000 Camaguey VBT AY854579
V1063 Dog 2000 Ciego de Avila CU4 AY854542
V1064 Mongoose 2000 Ciego de Avila CU4 AY854543

V1065 Bovine 2000 Ciego de Avila CU4 AY854545
V1066 Cat 2000 La Havana CU1 AY854572
V1067 Mongoose 2000 La Havana CU4 AY854544
V1069 Goat 2000 La Havana CU3 AY854552

V1070 Pig 2001 Havana City CU3 AY854549
V1071 Dog 2001 Pinar del Rio CU3 AY854553
V1072 Cat 2001 Pinar del Rio CU1 AY854574

V1074 Dog 2001 Matanzas CU5 AY854515
V1075 Mongoose 2001 Matanzas CU5 AY854525
V1077 Cat 2001 Villa Clara CU6 AY854534

V1079 Mongoose 2001 Villa Clara CU5 AY854505
V1080 Bovine 2001 Villa Clara CU6 AY854526
V1081 Dog 2001 Cienfuegos CU5 AY854510

V1082 Cat 2001 Cienfuegos CU5 AY854506
V1083 Mongoose 2001 Cienfuegos CU5 AY854513
V1085 Dog 2001 Sancti Spiritus CU6 AY854529
V1087 Mongoose 2001 Las Tunas CU4 AY854538

V1088 Ovine 2001 Camaguey CU4 AY854548
V1089 Cat 2001 La Havana CU3 AY854557
V1090 Mongoose 2001 La Havana CU1 AY854573

V1091 Mongoose 2002 Havana City CU3 AY854555
V1092 Bovine 2002 Havana City CU3 AY854550
V1095 Dog 2002 Pinar del Rio CU1* AY854578

V1099 Cat 2002 Matanzas CU5 AY854514
V1101 Mongoose 2002 Matanzas CU3 AY854558
V1103 Dog 2002 Villa Clara CU5 AY854520
V1106 Cat 2002 Villa Clara CU5 AY854511

V1107 Mongoose 2002 Villa Clara CU6 AY854533
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data using the CVS strain as reference, generated the

phylogeny represented in Figure 2.

The bat-associated virus (V1062) clearly formed a

distant outlier to the rest of the group, including the

CVS strain, and is considered separately below while

all remaining Cuban samples clustered as a group that

was further subdivided into six main clades designated

CU1–CU6. The CU1 cluster has moderate bootstrap

support (value of 720) with an outlying specimen,

V1095, associating with this group with only modest

support (bootstrap value of 651). This cluster can be

subdivided into two further groups comprising three

specimens from Pinar del Rio (CU1a) and eight speci-

mens (CU1b) originating from the neighbouring

regions of Pinar del Rio, Havana City, La Havana,

and Matanzas. The highly homogeneous and very

strongly supported CU2 cluster (bootstrap value of

998) consisted of five specimens that originated from

Las Tunas and one each from Camaguey and Holguin

provinces. Ten specimens form a highly supported

cluster CU3 (bootstrap value of 993) which is rep-

resented by specimens from La Havana, including

Havana city, Pinar del Rio, Matanzas and one from

Camaguey; isolate V1129 associates with this clade

as an outlier with modest support (bootstrap value

of 540). Clade CU4 (bootstrap value of 809), was

divided into two well supported subgroups compris-

ing viruses from Camaguey and Las Tunas (CU4a)

and from Ciego de Avila and La Havana (CU4b).

The CU5 cluster (bootstrap value of 971), comprised

isolates from the central and northern regions of the

island including Matanzas, Villa Clara, Cienfuegos,

Sancti Spiritus, Pinar del Rio and one from

Camaguey. The remaining nine specimens formed a

cluster (CU6) far less well supported (bootstrap value

of 541) and which originated from Villa Clara, Sancti

Spiritus, Matanzas, Ciego de Avila and Pinar del Rio,

Table 1 (cont.)

Isolate no. Species

Year of

isolation Province N gene type

GenBank

accession no.

V1108 Dog 2002 Cienfuegos CU5 AY854521
V1109 Dog 2002 Sancti Spiritus CU5 AY854524
V1110 Bovine 2002 Pinar del Rio CU5 AY854522

V1111 Dog 2002 Camaguey CU3 AY854556
V1113 Cat 2002 Camaguey CU4 AY854540
V1114 Dog 2002 Camaguey CU2 AY854560

V1115 Dog 2002 Holguin CU2 AY854561
V1116 Dog 2002 Las Tunas CU2 AY854565
V1117 Ovine 2002 Las Tunas CU2 AY854563

V1118 Cat 2002 Las Tunas CU2 AY854564
V1121 Mongoose 2002 Ciego de Avila CU6 AY854531
V1122 Mongoose 2002 Ciego de Avila CU4 AY854546
V1124 Dog 2002 Havana City CU1 AY854569

V1125 Bovine 2002 Ciego de Avila CU4 AY854547
V1127 Dog 2002 La Havana CU3 AY854554
V1129 Cat 2002 La Havana CU3* AY854559

V1131 Bovine 2002 Pinar del Rio CU5 AY854517
V1132 Cat 2002 Pinar del Rio CU6 AY854532
V1134 Mongoose 2002 Pinar de Rio CU1 AY854570

V1135 Dog 2000 Matanzas CU1 AY854571
V1136 Mongoose 2001 Camaguey CU5 AY854518
V1137 Cat 2000 Las Tunas CU2 AY854566

V1139 Dog 2000 Villa Clara CU5 AY854507

VBT, Vampire bat strain.
* Support for the association of this isolate with the indicated group was modest.

Havana Matanzas

Villa Clara

Ciego de Avila

Las Tunas

Holguin

GuantanamoSantiago de Cuba

Granma
Camaguey

Sancti
Spiritus

Cienfuegos
Isla de la
Juventud

Pinar
del Rio

Fig. 1. Map of Cuba showing the administrative provincial
organization of the island as referred to in the text.
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Fig. 2. Phylogenetic tree of all Cuban isolates sequenced in this study. The tree was generated by a neighbour-joining
algorithm as described using partial rabies virus N gene sequences (530 bp). The CVS strain was used as an outgroup for the

terrestrial isolates although the single bat specimen (V1062) was found to be the most divergent isolate within the sample set.
Bootstrap values (out of 1000 data replicates) are indicated on many of the main branches and the major clades described in
the text are illustrated to the right of the tree. A genetic scale is shown at bottom; the dashed line connecting V1062 indicates
that this branch is not to scale.
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a geographical distribution rather similar to that

of CU5.

Another phylogenetic analysis, performed on these

same data using the MP algorithm, supported a most

similar tree topology (data not shown) and the boot-

strap values (out of 100 replicates) for each clade are

indicated (in parentheses) as follows: CU1 (63.4) with

greater support for groups CU1a (98.7) and CU1b

(73.6), CU2 (98.5), CU3 (100), again with V1129 as an

outlying specimen (42.5), CU4 (73.7), CU5 (74.1) and

CU6 (52.9). In this tree V1095 clustered with all other

terrestrial viruses with a bootstrap value of 81.7 but

did not cluster closely with any specific clade.

Nature of the nucleoprotein encoded by these viral

variants

To explore the degree of variation conferred upon the

rabies virus nucleoprotein as a result of the genetic

variation at the N gene locus, all 78 partial N gene

sequences were translated to protein. The resulting

amino-acid sequence spanned from residues 40–215

of the nucleoprotein of the CVS reference sequence.

An alignment of these sequences (data not shown)

illustrated that specimen V1035, used as the reference

Cuban sequence, differed from the CVS strain at just

four positions (residues 102, 106, 136 and 214), mostly

due to conservative amino-acid substitutions, while

the single bat-associated isolate V1062 differed at a

total of nine positions. Overall, the protein sequence

was very highly conserved in all terrestrial Cuban

viruses with only sporadic single amino-acid replace-

ments observed for individual isolates. There was

clearly no correlation of amino-acid substitution with

the host species of origin. However, all members

of clade CU6, as well as isolate V1062, exhibited

an aspartic acid (Asp) at residue 110; all other viruses

maintained glutamic acid (Glu) at this position. This

observation suggested it might be worthwhile explor-

ing antigenic methods of variant discrimination.

Antigenic analysis

A panel of anti-N monoclonal antibodies (mAbs) was

evaluated by indirect FAT assay for reactivity to eight

selected isolates representing the main genetic group-

ings as identified in the phylogenetic tree. While the

majority of these antibodies reacted similarly to most

of these viruses, a small group did exhibit differential

reactivity. Out of this group the reactivity profiles of

seven mAbs are summarized in Table 2. It is apparent

that the bat-associated virus (V1062) was the only

specimen to retain both binding sites for mAbs

M1507 and M1512 and it was the only virus to react

with mAb M1338; indeed the only mAb of this panel

that did not react to this isolate was M866. With re-

spect to the terrestrial viruses, the following patterns

are evident. M866 exhibited a strong reaction with

only V1036 (CU1 variant) although it did react weakly

with two other specimens (V1115 and V1060 of dif-

ferent phylogenetic groupings). M878 bound to all

isolates except for those of type CU2 (V1115 and

V1061). M1495 and M1512 both reacted to the iso-

lates representing variants CU4 and CU6 only while

M1501 discriminated between these two viruses by

reacting with V1121 only. M1507 reacted only to the

two isolates of CU2 type. This small mAb panel

would thus appear to be potentially useful in dis-

criminating between most of the genetic variants

of Cuban rabies viruses identified in this study with

the exception of variants CU3 and CU5; however,

further studies examining the reactivity patterns of a

larger sampling of viruses will need to be undertaken

to confirm the panel’s utility.

Table 2. Reactivity of selected monoclonal antibodies to representatives of the Cuban rabies virus variants

Isolate no. … V1062 V1036 V1115 V1061 V1092 V1060 V1075 V1121
Variant type … Bat CU1 CU2 CU2 CU3 CU4 CU5 CU6

mAb no.

M866 x +++ + x x + x x
M878 +++ +++ x x +++ +++ +++ +++
M1338 +++ x x x x x x x
M1495 ++ x x x x ++ x +++
M1501 +++ x x x x x x +++
M1507 ++ x +++ ++ x x x x
M1512 +++ x x x x ++ x +++

An indirect FAT applied to virus grown in cell culture was used to score mAb reactivity from x (no staining) to + (weak

staining) to ++/+++ (strong to very strong staining).
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Placement of the Cuban viruses in a global context

To examine the placement of the Cuban rabies speci-

mens within a global context, representatives of all

Cuban rabies variants, including the single bat isolate,

were compared to other rabies viruses representative

of many of the strains circulating around the world.

Using a sample set of 69 partial rabies virus N gene

sequences, together with corresponding sequence from

a European Bat lyssavirus 2 (EBLV-2) specimen

(9018HOL) employed as an outgroup (see virus list in

Table 3), the phylogeny presented in Figure 3 was

generated. Within this tree all Cuban terrestrial iso-

lates again group as a single lineage which is very

closely linked to the urban rabies cycle in Mexico

(bootstrap value of 993). This cluster forms a branch

of the cosmopolitan lineage that also includes isolates

from Europe, the middle-East and many parts of

Africa. It is notable that other mongoose isolates

from South Africa (isolate 1500AFS) and from Sri

Lanka (1077SRL) clustered to distinct lineages of the

tree quite separate from each other and from the

Cuban isolates. The single bat specimen from Cuba

(V1062) was included in the American indigenous

clade, specifically within the branch representative of

those strains associated with vampire bats of Mexico,

Trinidad, Brazil and Guyana.

DISCUSSION

The observation reported here, that all recent rabies

isolates from terrestrial species of Cuba form a single,

well-supported monophyletic clade, argues in favour

of a single introduction of rabies to the island and that

all variants that presently circulate in Cuba are de-

rived from this progenitor. The phylogeny predicted

for the Cuban rabies viruses identified six principal

groups that, based upon their branching pattern

within the NJ tree of Figure 2, appear to have

emerged in the order CU1, CU2, CU3, CU4, CU6

and CU5. Based on the sample set analysed in this

study these variants exhibit some degree of regional

distribution quite independent of the species involved.

The CU1 variant was restricted to the more western

regions of the island, specifically the provinces of La

Havana, including Havana city, Pinar del Rio and

Matanzas. The existence of the most ancient clade in

this area might reflect the introduction of rabies into

this region, a strong possibility given the role of

Havana city as a major port. The existence of clade

CU2 that was recovered only from the eastern

provinces of Las Tunas, Camaguey and Holguin,

suggests there may have been a translocation event

that allowed the disease to spread rapidly into this

area of the country. The CU3 clade was also located

principally in the western provinces but included a

single isolate from Camaguey as well – it is possible

that the range of this variant is more extensive than

suggested by our sampling or it is also possible that

the Camaguey isolate represents a recent trans-

location event that may be confounding delineation of

the natural spread of these viral variants. Variant

CU4 was, with the exception of one sample divided

into two well supported subclades that exhibited

strong spatial clustering with CU4a found only in

Camaguey and neighboring Las Tunas, while all but

one sample from CU4b originated from Ciego de

Avila province. The single sample (V1067) within

clade CU4b that came from La Havana clearly de-

parts from this trend and we suggest that this may

also be due to a recent translocation event. The well

represented CU5 clade was distributed over much

of the island, suggesting the widespread movement

of this more recently evolved viral variant. Clade

CU6, which was distributed across the western half

of the island, was not strongly supported by either

NJ or MP analysis. However, our observation that

it was predicted by both analyses suggests that

these viruses do indeed group together, a conclusion

strengthened by the presence of an amino-acid sub-

stitution observed exclusively in all members of

this group when all terrestrial viral isolates were

compared.

A small panel of mAbs that discriminated between

representatives of most of these viral variants was

identified after the reactivity of a large collection of

anti-N mAbs was examined. The limited sequence

data obtained for the nucleoprotein of these viruses

suggests that residue 110 might be important for the

binding of mAb M1501 that bound exclusively to

members of clade CU6 and the single bat isolate in

agreement with the observation that only these viruses

of the collection maintained an Asp residue at this

position. However, this was the only amino-acid

substitution found that might explain the differential

mAb binding patterns observed and it is presumed

that other uncharacterized regions of the protein

confer discriminatory binding properties to the other

mAbs of the panel ; in particular residues 376–379,

contained within a linear antigenic site of certain

rabies virus strains, have frequently been suggested

as an important site for antigenic methods of strain
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Table 3. Origin of rabies virus sequences employed in global comparison

Country Isolate no. Year Species
Reference
or source

GenBank
accession no.

Brazil BRbv49 1989 Bovine [25] AB083817
Brazil BRdg2 1999 Dog [25] AB083792
Brazil BRdg12 1989 Dog [25] AB083797
Brazil BR-Pfx1 — Fox Unpublished AB206407
Brazil BRvmbt34 1998 Vampire bat [25] AB083807
Cameroon 8801CAM 1987 Dog [12] U22634
Canada, ON 1578T1ON 1991 Striped skunk

(red fox reservoir)
[19] L20673

Canada, ON 3306RON 1999 Raccoon This study AF351826
Canada 867WSKCA 1992 Striped skunk [26] AF344306
Canada EF31CA 1989 Big brown bat [23] AF351831
Canada LAN12CA 1988 Silver-haired bat [23] AF351840
Canada LC01CA 1992 Hoary bat [23] AF351845
Canada ML04CA 1992 Little brown bat [23] AF351839
Canada T5ARCCA 1993 Dog [27] U03769
Chile IB.CH 1988 Insectivorous bat [23] AF351850
China 3AGCN — — Unpublished AF155039
Estonia 9142EST 1985 Raccoon dog [12] U22476
France 9147FRA 1991 Red fox [12] U22474
French Guyana 9001GUY 1990 Dog [12] U22478
Gabon 8693GAB 1986 Dog [12] U22629
Greenland V886GLD 2001 Fox This study AY854602
Holland 9018HOL

(EBLV-2)
1986 Bat, Myotis sp. [28] U22847

India AF374721 — — Unpublished AF374721
India V458IND 1991 Bovine This study AY854599
Indonesia JA97-05IN — Dog Unpublished AB154220
Indonesia SW01-11IN — Dog Unpublished AB154239
Iran V685IRN 2000 Goat [29] AY854580
Iran V686IRN 2000 Bovine [29] AY854581
Korea V737KOR — Raccoon dog This study AY854601
Laboratory strain CVS — — — D42112
Laboratory strain PV — — — NC_001542
Mexico V587MX 1996 Vampire bat [30] AY854587
Mexico V588MX 1995 Insectivorous bat [30] AY854588
Mexico V590MX 1990 Dog [30] AY854589
Mexico V680MX 1991 Bobcat [30] AY854590
Mexico V682MX 1996 Dog [30] AY854591
Mexico V684MX 1992 Skunk (SBC*) [30] AY854593
Mexico V919MX 1995 Equine [30] AY877434
Mexico V924MX 2002 Bovine [30] AY854595
Morocco 9107MAR 1990 Human [12] U22852
Namibia 8708NAM 1987 Kudu [12] U22632
Nepal V028NEP 1989 Dog This study AY854597
Nepal V121NEP 1989 Dog This study AY854598
Nigeria V461NIG 1996 Dog This study AY854600
Rep. S. Africa 1500AFS 1987 Mongoose [12] U22628
Saudi Arabia 8706ARS 1987 Red fox [12] U22481
Sri Lanka 1077SRL 1996 Mongoose [31] AB041967
Sri Lanka V029SRL 1986 Dog This study AY854596
Tanzania 9221TAN 1992 Dog [12] U22645
Thailand 8738THA 1983 Human [12] U22653
Thailand HM88THA — Human [32] AY219002
Trinidad DR.Td2 1995 Bovine [23] AF351852
USA, Arizona SK5422AZ 2001 Skunk Unpublished AF483524
USA, Florida V125RFL 1987 Raccoon [26] U27220
USA, Texas TB01TX — Free-tailed bat [23] AF351849
USA, Wisconsin SK3789WI 1998 Skunk Unpublished AF461045

* SBC, South Baja California.
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discrimination [15]. While the data presented in

Table 2 would suggest that this mAb panel might be

useful for further epidemiological analysis, the trends

seen with the small number of representative viruses

tested in this study will need to be confirmed on a

larger sample set.
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Fig. 3. Phylogenetic tree illustrating the placement of the Cuban rabies viruses in a global context. Partial N gene sequences
(630 bp) for selected Cuban isolates were aligned with corresponding sequences representative of many rabies virus strains
worldwide (see list in Table 3) together with an EBLV-2 sequence as outgroup; a tree was generated using a neighbour-
joining algorithm. Bootstrap values (out of 1000 replicates) are shown on all main branches and major rabies strain groupings
are illustrated to the right of the tree using the following abbreviations : CD, canid type ; HP, herpestid type ; SBC SK, South
Baja California skunk variant ; US SC SK, United States south central skunk variant. Many of these groups have been
described previously [14]. A genetic scale is shown at bottom; the dashed line connecting the EBLV-2 sequence (9018HOL)
indicates that this branch is not to scale.
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The Cuban isolates are clearly placed within the

cosmopolitan lineage as illustrated in Figure 3. This

lineage is believed to have emerged from Western

Europe and been distributed to many regions of the

world, including parts of Africa, the Americas and

Asia, during colonial times [16]. Indeed, dog variants

that circulated in most of Latin America in the early

20th century [33] and which still persist in many parts

of the continent fall within this lineage. Unfortunately

a direct comparison between the Cuban rabies viruses

and those from other Caribbean islands, notably

Puerto Rico and the Domincan Republic [3], was not

possible in this study due to the unavailability of

nucleotide sequence data of the appropriate sequence

window for viruses from these countries. However,

it would appear likely that the Cuban viruses do not

cluster closely with these other Caribbean rabies

variants since Smith et al. [3] reported that both the

Dominican Republican and Puerto Rican viruses

grouped with other South American strains and

rather distantly from Mexico and Central American

viruses. This is in contrast to our findings which

clearly indicate strong evolutionary connections be-

tween terrestrial rabies viruses of Cuba and Mexico

and support the emergence of Cuban rabies from a

progenitor that also evolved into urban rabies in

Mexico. The Cuban cluster was clearly well separated

from a group of Brazilian viruses that circulate in

dogs and foxes (see BRAZIL CD group in Fig. 3). In

contrast, the viruses that circulate in other mongoose

reservoirs, in both Africa (represented by isolate

1500AFS) and Asia (isolate 1077SRL) are located in

distinct branches of the rabies phylogeny and are

clearly evolutionarily very different both from each

other and from the Cuban viruses. The mongoose

isolate in Sri Lanka (see ref. [31]) was closely related

to the viruses that circulate in dogs on that island

while African mongoose rabies viruses form a hetero-

geneous lineage with very distinct origins from other

African canid viruses [34].

The single Cuban bat isolate examined in these

studies was from a specimen of the species Eumops

glaucinus, an insectivorous species that ranges from

southern Florida, Mexico and into several central and

South American countries ; these populations also

migrate to some Caribbean islands from the mainland

and is not infrequently found throughout Cuba [35].

The virus, however, segregated within the American

indigenous clade of rabies viruses and was closely

related to previously characterized viruses that circu-

late in vampire bats of Mexico, Trinidad and South

America [23]. The closest match to this Cuban bat

rabies sample with a bootstrap value of 944 (data not

shown), was to a Mexican isolate (V919MX), typical

of vampire bat rabies, which was obtained from an

equine in the state of Chiapas in south-eastern

Mexico, an area of relatively close proximity to Cuba.

The most likely explanation for this case is that this

E. glaucinus bat was infected by spillover from the

vampire bat reservoir on the American mainland

prior to its migration to Cuba; vampire bats are not

considered to be indigenous to Cuba and E. glaucinus

has not previously been identified as a rabies reser-

voir. However, given the number of recent human

cases that have been ascribed to exposure through bat

contact in Cuba (M. Guzman et al., unpublished

data), improved surveillance of bats on the island

should be undertaken to investigate the prevalence of

rabies in various species of indigenous and migratory

bat populations.
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